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Recessive mutations in SLC38A8 cause foveal hypoplasia and optic nerve misrouting without albinism.

Macular spectral domain optical coherence tomography findings in Tanzanian endemic optic neuropathy.
*Kisimbi J, Shalchi Z, Mahroo OA, Mhina C, Sanyiwa AJ, Mabey D, Mohamed M, Plant GT.*

A new recessively inherited disorder composed of foveal hypoplasia, optic nerve decussation defects and anterior segment dysgenesis maps to chromosome 16q23.3-24.1.

Retina rejuvenation therapy for diabetic macular edema: a pilot study.
*Pelosini L, Hamilton R, Mohamed M, Hamilton AM, Marshall J.*

Re: Single session of Pascal versus multiple sessions of conventional laser for panretinal photocoagulation in proliferative diabetic retinopathy: a comparative study.
*Jojo V, Mohamed M.*
Retina. 2012 Sep;32(8):1697-8

Mutations in NMNAT1 cause Leber congenital amaurosis and identify a new disease pathway for retinal degeneration
*Robert K Koenekoop, Hui Wang, Jacek Majewski, Xia Wang, Irma Lopez, Huanan Ren, Yiyun Chen, Yumei Li, Gerald A. Fishman, Mohammed Genead, Jeremy Schwartzentruber, Naimesh Solanki, Elias I. Traboulsi, Jingliang Cheng, Clare V Logan, Martin McKibbin, Bruce E Hayward, David A Parry, Colin A Johnson, Mohammed Naqeeb, FORGE Canada Consortium, James A Poulter, Moin D Mohamed, Hussain Jafari, Yasmin Rashid, Graham R Taylor, Vafa Keser, Graeme Mardon, Huidan Xu, Chris F Inglehearn, Qing Fu, Carmel Toomes and Rui Chen*

Central visual disturbance associated with transient disruption of photoreceptor inner-outer segment junction

Ethnic variations in the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy in people with diabetes attending screening in the United Kingdom (DRIVE UK).
*Sivaprasad S, Gupta B, Gulliford MC, Dodhia H, Mohamed M, Nagi D, Evans JR.*

A case of African crystalline maculopathy.
*Dhital A, Mohamed M.*
Eye (Lond). 2012 Apr;26(4):615-6
Next generation sequencing identifies mutations in Atonal homolog 7 (ATOH7) in families with global eye developmental defects.


Homozygous mutations in PXDN cause congenital cataract, corneal opacity, and developmental glaucoma.


Genetic heterogeneity for recessively inherited congenital cataract microcornea with corneal opacity.


Photodynamic therapy for variant central serous chorioretinopathy: efficacy and side effects.

Gupta B, Mohamed MD.

Bietti crystalline dystrophy and choroidal neovascularisation.

Gupta B, Parvizi S, Mohamed MD.

Resolution of choroidal neovascularization secondary to punctate inner choroidopathy (PIC) with intravitreal anti-VEGF agents: a case series.

Mangat SS, Rasamas B, Prasad S, Walters G, Mohammed M, Mckibbin M.

Immune choroiditis following contralateral acute retinal necrosis.

Wong R, Graham EM, Mohamed M, Stanford MR.

Mutations in TSPAN12 cause autosomal-dominant familial exudative vitreoretinopathy.


Genotype-phenotype correlation for leber congenital amaurosis in Northern Pakistan.


Socio-economic and ethnic inequalities in diabetes retinal screening.

Gulliford MC, Dodhia H, Chamley M, McCormick K, Mohamed M, Naithani S, Sivaprasad S.

Further insight into West African crystalline maculopathy.

Rajak SN, Pelosini L, Mohamed MD
A missense mutation in the nuclear localization signal sequence of CERKL (p.R106S) causes autosomal recessive retinal degeneration.


Mutations in lebercilin, a novel ciliary protein, cause Leber congenital amaurosis and disrupt its microtubule association.
M D Mohamed *, A den Hollander *, R Koenekoop *, C F Inglehearn, F Cremers et al (* joint first authors)

Mutations in Na\textsuperscript{+}-borate co-transporter SLC4A11 cause recessive congenital hereditary endothelial dystrophy (CHED2)

Quantification of homozygosity in consanguineous individuals with autosomal recessive disease
Am J Hum Genet. 2006 May; 889-896

Post streptococcal syndrome uveitis: a descriptive case series and literature review
S U Rehman, O C Backhouse, M D Mohamed, I Mahomed, A D Atkins, T E James
Ophthalmology. 2006 Apr; 113 (4): 701-6

Ultrasound Biomicroscopy in the Management of Melanocytoma of the Ciliary body with Extrascleral Extension
M D Mohamed, M Gupta, M A Parsons, I G Rennie
BJO. 2005, Jan; 89(1):14-16

A new phenotype of recessively inherited foveal hypoplasia and anterior segment dysgenesis maps to a locus on chromosome 16q23.2-24.2
B Pal*, M D Mohamed*, T J Keen, G A Williams, J A Bradbury, E Sheridan, C F Inglehearn (* joint first authors)

Genetic, ophthalmic, morphometric and histopathological analysis of the Retinopathy Globe Enlarged (rge) chicken.
Inglehearn CF, Morrice DR, Lester DH, Robertson GW, Mohamed MD, Simmons I, Downey LM, Thuang C, Bridges LR, Paton IR, Smith J, Petersen-Jones S, Hocking PM, Burt DW.

Identification of a locus (LCA9) for autosomal recessive Leber’s congenital amaurosis on chromosome 1p36
T J Keen*, M D Mohamed*, M A McKibbin, Y Raashed, H Jafri, I H Maumenee, C F Inglehearn (* joint first authors)

Analysis of the RDD locus in chickens: a model for human retinitis pigmentosa
Mol. Vis. 2003 Apr 30;9:164-70
Further considerations of retinopathy with renal failure
*M D Mohamed, M A McKibbin*
BJO. May 2003, 87(5), 659

Genomic organisation of Human CDS2 and evaluation as a candidate gene for corneal hereditary endothelial dystrophy 2 on chromosome 20p13.
*S Halford, S Inglis, R Gwilliam, P Spencer, M Mohamed, N Ebeneezer, D M Hunt.*

Progression of phenotype in Leber’s congenital amaurosis with a mutation at the LCA5 locus.
*M D Mohamed, N C Topping, H Jafri, Y Raashed, M A McKibbin, C F Inglehearn*
BJO 2003; 87: 473-475

A new pedigree with autosomal recessive CHED mapping to the CHED2 locus on 20p13
BJO 2001; 85:758-9

Short term mortality among middle-aged cataract surgery patients
*M A McKibbin, M Mohamed, T E James, P L Atkinson.*
Eye 2001 ; 15(2) 209-12

**Unidirectional dyslexia in a polyglot**
*M D Mohamed, S M Elsherbiny, P J Goulding*
J Neurol, Neurosurg and Psych. 2000;68:537-538

**An unusual Corneal Injury**
*S M Elsherbiny, M D Mohamed*
BMJ 2000; 320:658

Adjustable Sutures – Who needs adjusting?
*M D Mohamed, J A Bradbury.*
Trans Eur Strab Assoc. 1999;25:96-97